
Satin Silver Dispensers
with Chrome Accents

Eliminate Plastic Bottle Waste with this 
beautiful new AVIVA Dispenser.

Now is the perfect time to eliminate plastic bottle waste 

from your Guest Amenity program with the new Chrome 

and Satin Silver AVIVA Dispenser from Dispenser 

Amenities.  When you install AVIVA you will begin saving 

money immediately because you will purchase your liquids 

in bulk instead of in tiny plastic bottles, where the 

packaging cost far outweighs the value of the liquids.
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Perfect in the Shower...

... or at the Vanity



No matter the color of your Dispensers, they’re GREEN!
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Personalize your Liquid offering and 
your Dispensers!

Choose the AVIVA Dispenser to match your liquid offering. In the 
Shower and at the Vanity, the beauty of this unit shines through.

You can choose WindRiver™ or WAVE™ superior quality bulk liquids from 
Dispenser Amenities or select the liquid brand and supplier of your choice. 
We will work with you to implement the Dispenser program including specially 
created full-color labels to tell your guests about your liquid brand.

Available in One, Two and Three-Chamber sizes.

Easy to Install.
Each Dispenser comes with an installation 
kit of double-faced tape and silicone adhesive. 
It installs in minutes with no tools, no drilling 
and no wall damage.

Easy to Refill.
Housekeeping time is reduced in every occupied room 
every day. No more little bottles to replace. Just top 
up the Dispenser on your hotel cycle of every two 
or three weeks, depending on occupancy.  

AVIVA Dispensers 
with Translucent  
Liquid Chambers are 
also available in a 
variety of finishes.

Make the change today!  As an industry, Hotels must reduce waste. 

This is the easiest place to start! And you will lower your costs at the same time!


